Diversity is a fact. Inclusion is a mindset.
diversity. (Deloitte 2013)
• Diverse teams are 31% more likely to be
responsive to customer needs (Deloitte
2013)
• By strengthening feelings of being included
in just 10% of employees, a business can
increase work attendance by almost one day
per year per employee. (Deloitte 2013)
• Hiring older workers can save employers
time and money, as older workers tend to
stay at a job longer. (Conference Board of
Canada, 2007)

We all heard about the importance of diversity
and inclusion at the workplace, but what
exactly does this mean in practice?
Many groups advocate for hiring and inclusion
of specific groups that experience barriers to
meaningful employment – people that live with
disabilities, women, LGBTQ2S+ community,
immigrants and many other groups. It is not
easy to ensure that, as an employer, you
provide equitable opportunities for all these
groups. Luckily, there are some good resources
to support you on this journey. But, before we
discuss these options, let us explore why you
really need this and why you need this right
now.
Increasingly, businesses are recognizing
that inclusive practices improve innovation,
retention, and productivity. Research indicates
that diverse teams outperform homogeneous
teams, provided inclusion is valued and
protected.
Here are some quick facts:
• Diverse teams lead to an 83% increase in
the ability to innovate. (Deloitte 2013)
• Businesses that rank in the top quartile for
racial and ethnic diversity are 35% more
likely to have financial returns higher than
the average in their industry. (Hunt et al
2015)
• Diverse companies are 70% more likely to
report that they have captured a new market
(Harvard Review).
• There is a 42% increase in team collaboration
when employees feel included and that the
employer is supportive and committed to
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• Women and minority groups are key
consumer decision makers: for example,
women make 80% of consumer purchases in
the UK. Gay men and women have average
household incomes that are almost 80%
higher than average. (Hunt, Layton, Prince
2015)

• Conference Board of Canada found that
customers prefer dealing with staff their own
age.
The benefits have been demonstrated in study
after study. You may be in agreement, but how
does this apply to your workplace? How do
you improve diversity and inclusion? Here are
some tips to get you started.
1. Start off by organizing training for your
team and Board on such topics as cultural
awareness, anti-racism and anti-oppression,
LGBTQ2S+
awareness,
Indigenous
awareness & Truth and Reconciliation,
accessibility awareness (physical and
mental disabilities), gender equity and age
friendly awareness. Increase awareness
and review this as a priority with your team
annually.
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4. Diversify your team/board/volunteers: create
paid internships, hire summer students,
develop targeted job postings and outreach
strategies to attract diverse employees.
5. Create inclusive job postings: refrain from
requiring non-essential qualifications or
information about the country in which work
experience was gained; use plain, gender
neutral language.
6. Create inclusive spaces, such as a quite
room for praying and breastfeeding.
7. Review your space for accessibilityphysical (equipment) and social (values
and attitudes). Make appropriate changes
and show that you are committed to and
accountable for equity and inclusion
practices by displaying your Declaration,
etc. Don’t forget to use plain, gender-neutral
language.
Interested in learning more about how to
actually implement these suggestions? We
have good news! One of our long-time members
– South Okanagan Immigrant and Community
Services (SOICS) leads a partnership
table, Local Immigration Partnership, which
recently embarked on a new long-term
project – Workplace Inclusion Charter. The
task force working on the project is looking
for businesses interested in participating in a
pilot. The group will provide free supports in
reviewing your current policies and procedures
and developing the missing pieces, as well as
linking you to training resources, diverse hiring
sources and much more. To connect with the
group please e-mail: elmirag@soics.ca

2. Create/review policies and guidelines –
fair treatment, diverse representation,
anti-oppression, inclusive washrooms,
breastfeeding, anti-bullying.
3. Review your documentation /forms to
ensure that they are easy to read, refrain
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from requesting non-essential information,
and use gender-neutral language.
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